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Two brothers follow their father's footsteps as hunters, fighting evil supernatural beings of many kinds, including monsters, demons and gods that roam the earth.
Supernatural (TV Series 2005–2020) - IMDb
Supernatural is an American television series created by Eric Kripke. It was first broadcast on September 13, 2005, on The WB, and subsequently became part of successor The CW 's lineup.
Supernatural (American TV series) - Wikipedia
Supernatural US fantasy drama about brothers and demon hunters Sam and Dean Winchester, who lost their mother to a mysterious, evil force as children and now battle against powerful paranormal...
Supernatural - All 4
Supernatural is an American television series by Eric Kripke.
Supernatural TV Show - Sam & Dean Winchester
Fans of long-running fantasy drama Supernatural are saying an emotional farewell to the Winchesters, as the final episodes of the series premiere at last. Production was affected by the coronavirus...
Supernatural final episodes release date | Season 15 news ...
a being, place, object, occurrence, etc., considered as supernatural or of supernatural origin; that which is supernatural, or outside the natural order. behavior supposedly caused by the intervention of supernatural beings. direct influence or action of a deity on earthly affairs.
Supernatural | Definition of Supernatural at Dictionary.com
6. the supernatural, a. supernatural beings, behavior, and occurrences collectively. b. supernatural forces and the supernatural plane of existence. [1520–30; < Medieval Latin supernātūrālis.
Supernatural - definition of supernatural by The Free ...
Picking up where we left off last season, Sam, Dean and Castiel are left to defend the world after all the souls in hell have been released and are back on Earth and free to kill again. S15, Ep2 17 Oct. 2019
Supernatural - Season 15 - IMDb
The fifteenth and final season of Supernatural, an American dark fantasy television series created by Eric Kripke, premiered on The CW on October 10, 2019. The series was initially set to conclude in May 2020, but a hiatus occurred after the March 23, 2020 episode owing to production delays caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. The season resumed airing on October 8, 2020, with the series finale ...
Supernatural (season 15) - Wikipedia
Supernatural 2005 TV-14 15 Seasons Fantasy TV Shows Siblings Dean and Sam crisscross the country, investigating paranormal activity and picking fights with demons, ghosts and monsters. Starring: Jared Padalecki, Jensen Ackles, Mark Sheppard
Supernatural | Netflix
We would like to show you a description here but the site won’t allow us.
Twitter
Supernatural Cast Says Goodbye to Fans 01:07 — Supernatural's Jared Padalecki, Jensen Ackles, Misha Collins, and Alex Calvert say a special thank you and goodbye to fans as the show prepares to air...
Supernatural TV Show: News, Videos, Full Episodes and More ...
a being, place, object, occurrence, etc., considered as supernatural or of supernatural origin; that which is supernatural, or outside the natural order 6. behavior supposedly caused by the intervention of supernatural beings 7.
Supernatural definition and meaning | Collins English ...
supernatural The question that must be answered is why, if it is real, human beings should be particularly attuned to the existence of the supernatural. From the Cambridge English Corpus Actual historical societies can employ the required institutions and function without revelation from supernatural sources.
SUPERNATURAL | meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary
Supernatural's final episode is set to air on The CW on Nov. 19. Its 14 seasons are currently streaming on Netflix, with Supernatural's final season being added to the streaming service by the end of November. KEEP READING: Supernatural: Castiel's Final Chapters Hinge on His History With The Empty
Supernatural: Three Ways the Series Could End | CBR
Stream Supernatural free on The CW. Drag Me Away (From You) (Ep.1516) Original Air Date: 10.22.20
Supernatural Video - Unity | Stream Free
The official site of Supernatural. Returning for its seventh season, this haunting series follows Sam and Dean Winchester, two brothers bound by tragedy and blood to the one thing that runs through both their veins - hunting monsters.
Supernatural | Series on The CW | Official Site
Series Info Twenty-six years ago, Sam and Dean Winchester lost their mother to a mysterious and demonic supernatural force. Subsequently, their father raised them to be soldiers. He taught them...
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